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How to place products  
on the EU and GB markets

We have set out the considerations manufacturers 
need to keep in mind when launching a product on 
both the EU and GB markets (ie England, Scotland  
and Wales), and what you will need to consider  
once your product has launched. 
This roadmap focuses on consumer products which fall under the European 
Union’s Directive 2001/95/EC (the “Directive”), which has been transposed into 
national law in all EU Member States.

On top of this, numerous EU Member States (and the UK) have introduced 
further specific regulations on individual areas, such as special regulations 
relating to labelling, safety instructions and maintenance instructions.  
Our team would be happy to advise you on these issues.

The Directive was introduced while the UK (England/Scotland/Wales 
 and Northern Ireland) was an EU Member State and it was implemented  
by the General Product Safety Regulations 2005 (the “UK Regulations”).  
This means that the key national regulations in EU Member States and the 
UK stem from the Directive in the same way and enshrine the Directive’s 
requirements in national law.

After Brexit – Great Britain 
The regulations affecting products are 
currently the same as they were before 
Brexit in many circumstances, meaning 
that there is still significant symmetry 
between EU and GB rules. However, 
since Brexit there are some important 
changes that you need to be aware  
of before launching your product on  
the GB market. 

The UK government now has the 
authority to make its own laws to 
change the regulatory requirements for 
products on or entering the GB Market. 
This means that over time there is likely 
to be greater divergence from the 
requirements set out in EU regulations. 
We can help to keep you updated of 
any changes on the horizon and explain 
how these will affect your business.

Northern Ireland 

The UK left the European Union (EU) 
on 31 January 2020. In accordance 
with the Northern Ireland Protocol, 
Northern Ireland (“NI”) will follow the 
previous regulatory regime set out by 
the EU. Please contact our UK team for 
specialist advice if you are looking to 
place products on the market in NI. 
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To find out more, please go 
to our Product Launch Q&A, 
which you can access here. 
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As set out on the previous page, Brexit has already 
resulted in a few important differences emerging  
between the product safety rules governing GB  
and the existing EU regime. 

Economic operator status – new UK based producers 

The Directive requires product safety obligations to be placed on different actors in 
the supply chain. Most of these obligations fall on ‘producers’. 

Before Brexit, the UK Regulations implementing the Directive set out that a producer 
was the manufacturer of the product if that manufacturer was based in the EU. 
If the manufacturer was not based in the EU and did not have a manufacturer’s 
representative, the producer would be the person placing the products on the EU 
market from a country outside of the EU. This person is generally known for product 
safety purposes as the ‘importer’. 

However, since Brexit, the UK Regulations have been amended so that producers, 
including importers placing goods on the GB market, must be based in the UK. 

To take a practical example, this means that if a German company has a UK 
subsidiary and this UK subsidiary is placing products on the GB market, i.e. selling to 
consumers in GB, the UK entity will now be considered the producer and have these 
product safety obligations. 

It also means that companies based in the UK who would previously have been 
considered distributors under the UK Regulations, and therefore had fewer 
obligations than producers, could now be considered producers if they are the 
person placing the goods on the GB market.  

Manufacturer’s 
Representatives 

Producers are still able to appoint 
manufacturer’s representatives to 
take on their obligations as producers. 
However, the UK Regulations have 
been amended so that for the 
purposes of products being placed 
on the GB market, these authorised 
representatives must be based in the 
UK, rather than anywhere in the EU as 
was previously permitted. 

UKCA marking 

While the UK was a member of the EU, 
it was a part of the EU’s CE marking 
system. This is the system which applies 
to certain product types (outside the 
scope of the Directive) such as toys 
and electrical goods. 

These goods must go through a 
conformity assessment, in which, 
depending on the type of product,  
the manufacturer has to self declare 
that the product meets all the 
applicable regulatory requirements 
and standards or submit the product 
to a third party conformity assessment 
body who will make this assessment. 
Once this process has been completed, 
the manufacturer has to draw up a 
declaration of conformity, and affix 
the CE marking to the product. Since 
Brexit, the UK has introduced its own 
UK conformity assessment and UKCA 
marking system for the Great Britain 
market (NI will continue to use the  
CE mark).

The focus of this roadmap is 
products which fall within the remit  
of the Directive and these products  
do not need to go through a conformity 
assessment procedure. A CE/UKCA 
marking should not be displayed on  
your goods if they are general  
consumer goods covered by  
the Directive. 

Please contact our team 
for more details about 
manufacturer’s representatives. 
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If your product is one of the 
below, the Directive and the 
regulations which implemented 
the Directive in each Member 
State and in the UK (together 
the “Regulations”) do not apply. 

We have expertise in dealing 
with the specialist regulatory 
regimes for these products:

 Food

 Pharmaceuticals

 Medical devices 

 Machinery

 Construction products

For products which will be 
covered by the Regulations, the 
first thing that manufacturers 
must consider is the general 
safety requirement: 

Producers shall be obliged  
to place only safe products 
on the market (Article 3 of the 
Directive)

Although this may seem vague 
and obvious, the Regulations go 
on to provide more detail about 
how manufacturers can comply 
with this general requirement.

The Regulations work so that the 
requirements/obligations they set 
out apply to a product unless the 
product is subject to more specific 
regulations, and those specific 
regulations include an obligation 
which is different to that set out  
in the Regulations.

This usually works so that the 
specific regulations impose a more 
onerous requirement than that which 
is applied to all products generally, 
on the basis that there is a particular 
need to adhere to a higher standard 
because of the nature of the product 
(and enforcement is usually by 
different regulators). This means 
there will be instances in which 
manufacturers need to take account 
of both the Regulations and more 
specific legislation covering their 
product type.

In some cases, for example toys, 
the relevant product safety 
requirements will be substantially 
set out in other specific regulations, 
but manufacturers should still be 
aware of the obligations under the 
Regulations. Examples of common 
types of products in this category are 
below (this is not an exhaustive list): 

 Toys

 Cosmetics 

 Fertilisers 

  Chemicals 

 Tobacco products 

 Aerospace products 

Stop
Proceed with caution

Green light

Product launch roadmap European Union and Great Britain
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What is a safe 
product?
The full definition is set out in the Directive, but the 
considerations in this section are relevant to deciding  
if a product will be considered safe. 

When taking account of these considerations, if the product is 
one which presents no risks or only minimal risks which cannot be 
removed then it will be a safe product. 

In terms of the minimum risks associated with a product, there will be 
some products which will always carry an element of risk, eg a chain 
saw. The risks these products pose need to be compatible with 
the ‘high level of protection for safety and the health of persons’ 
required by the Directive.



Relevant considerations for a safe product

USE

Under what 
conditions would  

the product  
normally be used?  
ie. How is it used? 

EFFECT

The effect of the  
product on other  

products. Will it be  
used in conjunction with 
other products? Can this 

be done safely? 

MATERIAL

The product’s composition 
and its packaging. PRESENTATION

Presentation of the 
product including  

labelling, instructions  
and maintenance  

guides.

THE  
CONSUMER

Who is the product for?  
Children and the  
elderly are higher  

risk consumers. 

PERIOD  
OF USE

How long would  
the product  
normally be  

used for? 

These products 
need to be  
as safe as  
they can  

possibly be

SAFE  
PRODUCTS  

ARE PROVIDED  
TO MARKET
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What you need to action

MEET ANY 
HARMONISED 

STANDARDS (EU) 
OR DESIGNATED 
STANDARDS (GB). 

 
ACQUIRE A  

MANUFACTURER’S 
REPRESENTATIVE 

(if appropriate)

SAMPLE  
TESTING

CONFORMITY  
ASSESSMENT 

(if needed)

CE MARKING  
(EU) OR UKCA 
MARKING (GB)

SAFE  
PRODUCTS  

ARE PROVIDED  
TO MARKET

Ensure that you  
only place safe 

products on  
the market

The previous section can be summarised as an obligation to ensure that 
you only place safe products on the market. Taking the actions in this 
section can help you comply with this. 
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The Regulations also set out two further broad 
obligations for manufacturers: 

1.  Providing consumers with all relevant information 
to use the product safely. 
Manufacturers need to provide consumers with all the information they 
need to assess the risk posed by your product through its normal period 
of use and to allow the consumer to take precautions against these risks. 

2.  Responding to a product safety incident
If you become aware that a product you have placed on the market 
poses a risk to consumers and therefore does not meet the general 
product safety requirement, you must take action. There are things you 
can do to make sure you are prepared for any product safety incident.
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Obligation to provide relevant consumer information

USE

Use the correct  
product safety  
warnings and  

symbols. 

BATCH  
DETAILS

Product reference/ 
product batch  
on the label. 

CONTACT 
DETAILS

Name and address  
of manufacturer  

on the label.

REPRESENTATIVE 
DETAILS

Name and address 
of manufacturer’s 

representative on the 
label (if applicable).

COMPREHENSIVE 
INSTRUCTIONS

LABELLING

Clear labelling  
which is not misleading. 

Providing 
consumers 

with all relevant 
information to use 
the product safely

CONSUMER  
USES THE  
PRODUCT  

SAFELY
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Responding to a product safety incident 

Product safety 
concerns 

PREPARE AND  
TAKE ACTION 

RECORDS
Maintain good records of 
your product’s technical 

documentation.

SUPPLIER’S 
DETAILS

Maintain up to date  
details of all suppliers  

(for traceability).

RESPONSE PLAN
Keep a register 

of product safety 
complaints and 

implement a product 
recall response plan.

WARNING  
AND RECALL

Take appropriate action 
to address product safety 

incidents including warning 
customers and recalling  

the product from the 
market if necessary. 

NOTIFY
Notify the competent 

authorities (in each Member 
State or the relevant authorities 

in GB, such as Trading Standards 
in England) of product safety 
concerns. You need to notify 

them of other affected 
countries too.

INVESTIGATE
Complete product 

safety investigations if 
concerns are reported. 

Prepare
Take  

action
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We act for

35
of the world’s 

50
biggest brands
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Taking these steps outlined in the roadmap should ensure 
that you are launching your product on the EU and GB 
markets with the right considerations in mind.

This roadmap gives an overview of the EU/GB regulatory landscape for consumer 
products, for specialist advice for your product please contact our international 
Product Liability and Safety Team. 

We act for 35 of the world’s 50 biggest brands.

Safeguarding the value of our clients’ products and brand is our priority. Products 
businesses constantly face new and complex issues relating to liability, regulatory 
compliance and safety. We provide a truly international deep sector expertise in 
the markets of our clients’ products. We understand the key variations of product 
laws and safety regulations between different jurisdictions.

How we can help

We advise on all product-related issues including:

 � product compliance  
(including labelling, testing, conformity 
assessments and UKCA/CE marking)

 � regulatory investigations (including 
criminal investigations and 
enforcement actions by product 
regulators worldwide) 

 � co-ordinating and managing 
worldwide product recalls  
(including EU RAPEX notifications,  
UK/OPSS notifications, corrective 
action and risk assessments)

 � defending cross-border  
product liability litigation  
(including collective, multi–claimant 
and group actions). 
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Your team

This roadmap gives an overview of the EU and GB regulatory landscape for 
consumer products, for specialist advice for your product please contact our 
Product Liability and Safety team.

Dr Henning Moelle
Partner 
Commercial law disputes

+49 69 97130 0

h.moelle@taylorwessing.com

Frankfurt

Stefan Turic
Partner 
Disputes & Investigations

+43 1 71655 0

s.turic@taylorwessing.com

Vienna

Nick Kampschreur
Partner 
Disputes & Investigations

+31 88 024 3156

n.kampschreur@taylorwessing.com

Eindhoven

Michael Kieffer 
Partner 
Civil & commercial law

+49 89 21038-241

m.kieffer@taylorwessing.com

Munich

Donata von Enzberg 
Partner 
Civil & commercial law

+49 40 36803-192

d.enzberg@taylorwessing.com

Hamburg

Phillipp Behrendt
Partner 
Disputes & Investigations

+49 40 36803 0

p.behrendt@taylorwessing.com

Hamburg

Evelyne Friedel
Partner 
Commercial & distribution law

 +33 1 72 74 03 40

e.friedel@taylorwessing.com

Paris

Dr Benedikt Rohrben
Partner 
Commercial & distribution law

+49 89 21038-204

b.rohrssen@taylorwessing.com

Munich

For the EU

Joe Pengelly
Associate 
Disputes & Investigations

+44 20 7300 4265

j.pengelly@taylorwessing.com

London

For the UK

Katie Chandler
Partner 
Disputes & Investigations

+44 20 7300 4163

k.chandler@taylorwessing.com

London

Edward Spencer
Senior Counsel 
Disputes & Investigations

+44 20 7300 7064

e.spencer@taylorwessing.com

London

Matthew Caskie
Associate 
Disputes & Investigations

+44 20 3077 7530

m.caskie@taylorwessing.com

London



Challenge expectation, together
With our team based across Europe, the Middle East, US and Asia, we work 
with clients wherever they want to do business. We blend the best of local 
commercial, industry and cultural knowledge with international experience to 
provide proactive, integrated solutions across the full range of service areas.

2000+ people
1100+ lawyers
300+ partners
29 offices
17 jurisdictions

Taylor Wessing is a global law firm that serves the 
world’s most innovative people and businesses.

Deeply embedded within our sectors, we work closely 
together with our clients to crack complex problems, 
enabling ideas and aspirations to thrive.

Together we challenge expectation and create 
extraordinary results.

By shaping the conversation in our sectors, we enable our clients to  
unlock growth, protect innovation and accelerate ambition.

 � Automotive & Mobility

 � Chemicals

 � Financial Institutions & Insurance

 � Logistics & Transport

 � Public Services & Education

 � Aerospace & Defence

 � Business & Professional Services

 � Consumer & Retail

 � Hotels, Hospitality & Leisure

 � Manufacturing & Industrials

Technology, Media & 
Communications

Private Wealth

Real Estate, Infrastructure  
& Energy

Life Sciences & Healthcare

About us
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Austria Klagenfurt | Vienna

Belgium Brussels

China Beijing | Hong Kong | Shanghai

Czech Republic Brno | Prague

France Paris

Germany Berlin | Düsseldorf | Frankfurt | Hamburg | Munich

Hungary Budapest

Netherlands Amsterdam | Eindhoven

Poland Warsaw

Republic of Ireland Dublin

Slovakia Bratislava

South Korea Seoul*

UAE Dubai

Ukraine Kyiv

United Kingdom Cambridge | Liverpool | London | London TechFocus

USA New York | Silicon Valley

* In association with DR & AJU LLC

2000+ people  1100+ lawyers  300+ partners  29 offices  17 jurisdictions
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